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INTRODUCTION

The success or failure of anv curriculum
effort is ultimately dependent on the teacher.
As someone once said, "The curriculum is
what the teachers do with their students in
the classrooms and not what a curriculum
specialist or curriculum. guide says' it is." For
the vocational curriculum of this state to
make a shift of emphasis toward
performance-based vocational education,
vocational teachers must understand and
accept the major concepts involved. In this
module you will learn the major concepts
involved in performance-based vocational
education as well as the basic changes needed
for implementing an educational program
which is more nearly performance-based.

DIRECTIONS

Read the OBJECTIVES. If you think you can
accomplish these objectives now, turn to the
CHECKOUT ACTIVITY on p. 15, and
follow the instructions.

If you feel you are not able to accomplish
these objectives now, turn to the LEARNING
ACTIVITIES. Begin the learning' activities,
and as soon as you feel you are ready, turn to
the CHECK-OUT ACTIVITY and follow the
instructions.

OBJECTIVES

1. Given the instructional materials
included in this- module, the workshop
participant will be able with 100 percent
accuracy to select on 'a multiple choice
test:

a. two reasons for an interest in
performance-based education.

b, the definition of performance-based
education.
the three major approaches to
implementing performance-based
vocational education.

d. the 'three major concepts Involved
in performance-based vocational
education

e. two scheduling techniques
facilitated by performance-based
vocational education .

Lx

Given the instructional materials
included in this module. the workshop
participant will be able with 100%
accuracy to:

match the 'steps in the plan for
implementing performance-based
vocational education with a
description of each-step

b. classify the list of characteristicsprovided a s t o
non-performance-based vocational
education and performance-based
vocational education.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

1 READ the Glossary of Terms for Module
One. Check your knowledge of the terms
by completing Self-Check I and
comparing your responses with those in
the module.

READ Section 1 Accouriiabilityas a
Tool for lmptoverrient.

3. READ Section II - Implementing
Performance-Based Vocational
Education.

4. READ Section III The Ideal Fully
Individualized. Self-Paced Approach.

5. 'READ Section IV A Systematic
'A pp!co ach to Implementing
Performance-Based Vocational
Education.

6. READ Section V A Case Study Jim
and Meg Discuss the Relationship
Between Performance-Based Vocational
Education and . Individualized
Instruction in South Carolina.

7. EVALUATE your present program using
the PBVE Rating Chart Do :You
Really H aye a Performance-Based
Program?

8. Turn to the CHECK-OUT ACTIVITY, p.
15, and folbiw the instructions.



GLOSSARY OF TERMS

In This module there are terms osed With
which -'volt may not be familiar. Read through
tim. glossary. Then, check your know ledge by
answering Self-Check I.

Aerountability the theory that teachers and
school systems may be held responsible for
actual improvement in pupil achievement and
that such improvement is measurable through
tests of teacher elffeetiveness constructed by
outside agencie's.

Independent Study a form of individualized
instruction in which the !earners are free to 40'

select both objectives ancl learning activities.
Usually} but not always, the learner ik given
almost complete freedom of time.

Individualized !untrue/ion that organization
of instruction and instructional materials
which maximizes strident freedom to learn in

accordance with hiilher own interest and-

needs.

Mastery meeting all of the f.preified
'minimum requirements fur completion of a
learning task. 3

Mastery Teaching_ a form of instruction
which emphasizes the learner's total
ac hievement of selected, performance
standards regardless of The time required.

Open Entry Open Exit a provision for
the student to enter an ithqructionai program
at any time, as well as the opportunity to leave
the program at any time with a documented
record of the individual's performance. 3

Performance-Based Vocational Education an
educational program in wgChlg-ilaT (or
skills) to be acquired and demonstrated by the
student as well as the criteria (standards) to be
applied in assessing the performance of such
tasks (skills) are made explicit, in. advance of
instruction; the student is held accountable
for meeting these criteria; and the instruction;
is organized around those tasks (skills).

1 Carter V. Good. ed., Dictionary of /
Education (New York: McGraw-Hill Book!

Company, 1973), pp. 5-6.

Sell-pacinu an arrangement. particularly in
pr,0-ammed instniction, whereby provision is
made for the individual student to set his /her

own schedule for learning, or rate of
adlieveinct and to monitor his/her own
progress.-1.

Norm-referenced test test used to determine
how well a student performs a given task
relative to other students in a class.

2,
Ilnclundutilizing Instruction for Corn)Jetency-

! Based Education. (Tallahassee, FL: State of
Florida, Department of State, 1976), p. 25.

31641. p. 25.

`Carter, V. Good . ed., DiCtionary of Edu-
cation (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Com-
pany, 1973), p. 525.



DO NOT WRITE ON THIS SELF-CHECK!!

SELF-CHECK I

Directions: On a separate sheet of paper match the following terms with their definitions. Cheek
your answ ers at the bottom of the page. If Tout did not score I 001.4-, go back and review the
G 1.

DEFINITIONS

educational program in which the
tasks (or skills) to be acquired and
demonstrated by the student as well as
the criteria (standards) to be applied in
assessing the twrformancc of such tasks
(skills) are made explicit, in advance of
instruction; the student is held
accountable for meeting these criteria:
and the instruction is organized around
those tasks (skills).

that organization of instruction and
instructional materials which maximizes
student freedom to learn in accordance
with his/her own interest and needs.

3. - an arrangement, particularly in
programmed instruction, whereby
provision is made fur the individual
student to set his/her own schedule for
learning or rate of achievement and to
monitor his/her own progress.

4. the theory that teachers and school
systems may be held 'responsible for
actual improvement in
achievement and that such improvement
is measurable through tests of teacher
effectiveness constructed by outside
agencies.

5. meeting all of the specified minimum
,requirements for completion of learning
task.

6 a provision for the student to enter an
instructional program at any time as well
as the opportunity to leave the program
at any time with a documented record of
the individual's performance.

7. a form of individualized instruction in
which the learners are free to select both
objectives and learning activities.
Usually, but not always, the learner is
given almost etnnplete freedom of time.

8. a form of instruction which
emphasizes the learner's total
achievement of selected performance
standards regardless of the time
required.

* test used to determine how well a
student performs a given task relative to
other students in a class.

TERMS

a. Accountability

b. Independent Study

c. Individualized Instruction

d. Mastery

e. Mastery Teaching

f. Open EntryOpen Exit

Performance-Based Education

h. Self-pacing

i. Norm-Referenced Test

g.

Answer Key
60

3
u



SEcTION I \Ccot' VIABILITY.

The demand tier accowitaluht i permeating
all area- of lib.. edueation t- Iln csee ption.

ocational education is esp.( lath Nuln,rably.
special task force for the Secretary 'or.

Width. Falin atom and 11.1fare nl 1973 ..tau.(I
in their report 1\ /irk in \iiierica that.

\ ,watimiat Education in thy high sah,,,,is Ita-
tailed to giNe students useful skills ur place
them in satisfactor tubs.'

Thus the public, and rightly- so. is demanding
to know .% healer or not tax dollars allocated
to vocational education are living, spent

But neither the government nor the public
are as interested in vocational education in
this 'state as are the 2600 vocational teachers
who plan programs for, and teach the 146,000
students enrolled in vocational courses in
South Carolina.

Vocational teachers would like to sec the
effectiveness of their programs expressed in
quantitative, measurable terms not just to
justify program expenditures, but to serve as
feedback to them and their students in order
to facilitate effective and efficient student

.learning.

Improving the effectiveness of the already
high quality programs is the major concern of
South Carolina's vocational teachers.
Although accountability may he used as a
means of justifying the expenditure of federal
funds, it serves a much more immediate
purpose in helping teachers evaluate the
effectiveness of their program's.

In order for vocational education programs to
be accountable, they have valid,
measurable objectives. Then, and only then,
can vocational education answer the call for
accountability. This attempt to quantify the
effectiveness of vocational education has led
Wan interest in performance-based vocational
education,

3Special task force to the Secretary of HEW
1973, cited by J. Robert Warrnbrod, The
Liberalization of Vocational Education
(DanYille;.,Illinois: The Interstate Printers and
Publishers. 1974). p. I.
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Perfortuance-Based Education

1, ha per I. or man ().a I
Illocal ion?

Performance-based vocational education is an
educational program in which the tasks (or
skills) to he acquired and demonstrated by the
student, as well as the criteria (standards) to
be applied in assessing the performance of
such tasks (skills), are made explicit in
advance of instruction; the stud'. is .,1wId

accountable for meeting these enter- and the
instruction is organized around those tasks
(skills).

In simpler language, performance-based
vocational education says that:

1. Instruction is based on job-relevant
tasks.

Students are told (in advance) exactly
what they will be given, what the task is
and how well they will he expected to
perform the task. (In other words,
objectives arc' stated in brfiavioral,
measurable or observable terms.)

3. The final test is always the performance
or mastery of the task.

There is nothing new or dramatic about these
concepts; as a matter of fact, many, if not

. most, vocational teachers are already using
these practices to some degree.

re

What is new and exciting is that:

1. A statewide effort is being made to
provide teachers with a systematic
approach for modifying their present
curriculum or building new curriculums
which reflect (more than ever before)
the concepts embodied in
performance-based education.

2. Not only will the' state provide a
systematic approach, but it will also
provide assistance to' 'tattlers in
obtaining validated, job-relevant tasks,
performance objectives, and more
objective student assessment devic6, and
(in some eases) teaching materials.



In order that
perforrnance.bayed
achieve qater

II ()It'44A NUT Ft NSO JAW( 1'11(04

r rail 'ISIAH( MC II!
trot al ioriad education and
indii.tduahzalion, fI pi

y I hat 'A.1 tfa a,rr than r 1,!,

I. Base our instruction on the to4. that
orkcr., do.

2. Tell our midents (before they do a to ,k)
exactly what they will he given, v, hat the
task is, and 110,o, well they art' expected
to do the task..

3. organize our coirNc, by t-isk.

4. Develop and package leaching materials
for each task so tkd (when desirable)
the student can independently and
at his /her own pace until the task is
mastered.

5. Tailor instruction for each Student
(select the tasks more appropriate :Jr
useful. to each student).

6. Test our students on the ma.ster, of the
task, not so mtret on what Itrts they
know about the task.

7. Certify our students as to whether or not
:he tasks were completed.

B. Provide students opportunities for
self-pacing.

Approaches to Performance-Based Education

The major priority for change is the'
incorporation of the concept of performance/-
based vocational education into oarcurrent
programs through the us,-! of job-relevant tasks
and performance objectives generated fr on
these tasks.

However, the plan will also suggest a delivery
system built around three approaches. These
three approaches are essentially three levels of
individualization starting with the traditional
program, progressing to a more individualized
approach and leading to a fully individualized
approach. Described in more detail, these
three approaches are as follows:

5

'I f ;to, 1, oro.n II

The tc,a her whatever n° -thou)
liven

1(4110 ifOilsir). Thy duly differ, t ijl the
III,ArlIC111011 it that 'What is being tillight
1,8,,q1 Ann 101,reitir,,,orn have
been ty:d to per ormanee
objectives. Snubrah are told 41 advaru
what; !hest , /,:onje,coves arc and how well
they:are ex pet ti:r1 to perform. The major

.yr (mode) ion is group.

The Combination A pproaf:h

'Ube seconq approach or level of
d iv id ualization ix the

eombination approach in which students
are allowed to move at their own rate,

/but within specific time frames. The use
of both tjie group and ,,elfpaced modes
allows mOre flexibility than is possible in
the traditional method.

Self -Paled

Finally, at the highest level of
indiVidualization and with almost
complete, flexibility of time, is the
self-paced mode. This approach allows
students to move at their ovyn pace
(self-pacing) and theoretically enter or
depart the program at different times
diving the year (open entryopen exit).
In practice ti is is frequently not
possible.

While any of these approaches can
accommodate the concept of
performance-based education, most
vocational educators will reject extremes in
their instructional methods. Pew., if any,
believe that tasks can be learned if the student
does nothing more than listen, as part of a
group, to a lecture. At the other extreme, the
self-paced mode has some serious limitations.
Interaction among students in a pulp and the
opportunity to exert leadership and develop
self-expression in a group are desirable
experiences which cannot be fully achieved
through individual study. And, Sometimes,
when students have common intGests, needs
and learning styles, group instruction may be
a very efficient mode (apprnach);
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SECTION IV A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO IMPLEMENTING PERFORMANCE- BASED ,
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IN SOUTH CAROLINA

The major elements of the total system of
performance-haed vocational edileation are
as follows:

First, course needs asses.-iment

Tl.:nvoh'es conducting a needs asSe&sinent
w li---TIrickdes a consideration of job
op ortunities,--i -'maripower needs, and
placement after training:-

Seeond, task Identification

This involves a sAarch of literature for c ing
task lists, and/or selecting a randonrsampie of
worker and the orkur
determine tasks performed,

Third, the development of ',perfor mance
Oh eitIVes---crifirfon-- rereieneed measures and

ortnawc our e':

This involve;,s preparing a performance
objective lurid on each task. developing a
criterion test for each performance objective
and preparing a list of- procedural steps for
performing each task.

Fourth, Classroom delivery package

This involve,s deleting performance objectives
inappropriate for secondary level courses,
determining supplemental objectives relating
to bash theory (for example, the principles of
the 4-cycle engine) and sequencing and
clustering the objectives.

This step also involve .

selecting a teaching strategy or
approach it is at this point that the
degree of individualization will be
determined)
developing the instructional content
for each of -the performance

jobjectives
selecting,. and/or, do eloping
instructional Materials
and 'finally,.. determining the
procedures -.for. adininistering the
criterion- referenced measures,

Fifth, the management plan

The management plan involves analyzing what
the teacher needs to do as well as what the
student needs to do. It also involves
developing a record keeping system and
planning instructional materials storage.

The management plan also involves planning
instructor performance as he/she attempts to
transfer knowledge, direct the ,acquisition of
knowledge, demonstrate and guide learning
activities, and evalu.;te student performance.

Sixth, field test

This involves field testing recommended
materials and .proposed teaching strategies.

Seventh., classroom implementation

This involves producing new materials;
conducting teacher workshops., distributing
materials and developing an nali% idual
management:plan.

Eighth, continuing review

This will involve obtaining criticisms and
suggestions. for changes needed in all elements
of the system.

Again, .this plan involves nothing that many
vocational teachers are not -now doing, to
some degree, in a less fornial way. But, never
before have teachers had the-help and support
now offered through V-TECS and the state.

It would probably be impossible for each
teacher to perform a thorough search of
literature, conduct a thorough task analysis
and write performance objectives,
criterion - referenced measures and
performance .guides. There just isn't that
'much time available when the instructor is
teaching a normal schedule.. There is -little
time available for selecting, sequencing and
clustering objectives: no is *there adequate
time available in the normal teaching schedule
fur the instructor to develop instructional
ma teriais.



Fortunately, for the first time-in the history
of vocational.. education. the Vocational

. Education Consortium of States -TECS) is
.providing i-nember states with catalogs of
performance objectives, criterion-referenced
measures and -performance -guides generated
from. validated job-r evant tasks. Although
this. does not relieve t c teacher from all
responsibility for generating such task lists, it
does provide au exceptionally comprehensive
and valid source.

Help will also be provided through the teacher
committees (or writing teams) who will.

supplement, cluster and sequence
performance objectives into a general
curriculum. And filially, these writing teams
will, in some cases, prepare modules to be
used mainly in helping attain greater
individualization through self-instructional
materials which allow for self-pacing.
Teaching materials for group instruction may
also be developed

In summary, the implementation of
performance -based vocational education
would be almost impossible were..it not for
the availability of catalogs through V-TECS
and help from teacher writing teams in each
vocational program area. Fortunately,
through these efforts, steps one through four
of the system have, to a large degree, already
been accomplished.

In summary, it is hoped that with the help of:

1. the V-TECS consortium in providing
catalogs of performance objectives,
criterion-reference measures, and
performance guides,'

2. the Office of Vocational Education in
providing the overall supervision of the
system to include :conducting needs
assessments, designating priorities,
allocating . funds, and establishing
guidelines and policies,

3. ark! the Vocational Education Media
a. in providing assistant. in

curriculum and eurriculuni
riwerials,

the educitkonal effectiveness of Smith
Ca,toThica's vocational education program can
be improved by a more toward a more nearly
performance-based instructional program.



SECTION V A CASE STUDY JIM AND MEG DISCUSS THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
PERFORMANCE-BASED VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION

The following ease study describes how a
vocational teacher explained
prformance-based vocational education to a
fellow instructor. Keep in mind the
performance-based vocational education
points presented in this module.

Over a cup of coffee in the area vocational
.center teacher's lounge, Meg Martin continues
her discussion of PBVE with Jim Johnson.

Mug asks, "PBVE says nothing about
individualized instruction. Please tell me how
in the world you manage to bring in the
concept of individualized instruction every
time we discuss RIVE?"

Jim sips his coffee before answering Meg. She
certainly feels she has a valid point. Jim
wonders how he can answer this question so
that he communicates his position clearly and
distinctly.

"Meg, you and I agree that P13VE is an
educational program in which tasks (or skills)
to be acquired and demonstrated by the
student as well as the criteria (standards) to
be applied in assessing the performance of
such tasks '(skills) are made explicit and in
which the student is held accountable for
meeting these criteria," offers Jim.

Meg agrees,' "So far, we are in complete
agreement. So how do you get off on this
individualized instruction concept?"

Jim interrupts, "Look, Meg, let's break our
definition down in simpler language. What we
are saying is that PBVE is first of all based on
job-relevant tasks; secondly, students are told
in advance ,exactly what they will be given,
what the task is and how well they will be
expected to perform the task. I believe our
Point of difference comes the delivery
system for implementing PBVE. You recall
that our plan for implementing PBVE suggests
three approaches."

"O.K , Jim, I realize that but you still haven't
explained how individualized instruction is
mixed retorts Meg.

12

"Ileg, the three approaches are essentially
three levels of individualization starting with

. the group approach, moving to a combination
approach, and ending with a fully' selfpaced
approach," Jim replies.

Meg says, "Jim, that sounds very academic,
but can you explain what you mean by
individualization in. our traditional
approach?"

After careful thought Jim replies, "What I
mean is that you as a teacher may continue to
use whatever method you have been using.
The only difference is that your instruction is
based on task lists which have been converted
to performance objectives. Students are told
in advance what these objectives are and how:
well they are expected to' perform, A move
toward individualization is achieved for at
least two reasons. First, the student knows
how well he/she must perform the task. In
other words, he/she knovs the minimum level
of proficiency required for mastery. The
student is, therefore, tested on mastery, not
on how well he/she performs in relation to
other students.. Secondly, the student-is not
tested on how long it t4es him/her to master
the task; time will vary from one .student to
another. When time becomes a factor which is
variable rather than fixed, a move toward the
more individualized approach is
accomplished.

"Let's carry this a step farther and look at the
combination approach to individualization.
Again, performance objectives are the bases of
instruction and the group approach will stilf
he used, but self-pacing with various materials':
and methods are introduced .

"Finally, the fully individualized program
with performance-based objectives as a base
introduces the ,concepts of independent.
study, variable time, self-pacing, mastery and
open entryopen exit."

Meg gets up from her chair and says, "Jim,,
your answer to my question, 'How does



individualized instruction fit into PLIVE?'
. sounds fairly straightforward, but I won't-

*. really be convinced until I have time to think
about it more."

They return to their classes but not before
making plans to meet for coffee the next day.

Review the case study.

Do you think Meg has a legitimate
. question?.

Did Jim support his idea with valid
infOrmatiOn?

Make your comments on a separate sheet of paper.

Read the model critique and see if you
covered the same points.

MODEL CRITIQUE
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A PERSONAL SELF-CHECK

Do You Really Have A Performance-Based Program ?6
fr.

Directions: Please record "Yes" or "No" to the follow ing questions on a separate sheet of paper.

1. Doll have information on employment opportunities?

2. Is this inforMation current (less than two years old)?

3. Do I have 'information on future employment opportunities for my students?

4. Does my student placement record support need for continued training?

5. Do I have specific job title(s) identified for my Fogram?

6. Have the specific tasks and competencies for these job title(s) been identified?

7. Do I have specific lists of tools, equipment and supplies needed to prepare students for these
job titles?

8., Do I know if the tasks I teach my students are, still performed on the job?

9. Do I know which tasks consUmP the most and least amount of worker's time and all in
between?

10. Do I know which tusks are most difficult, least dif Null andall in- ,between?

.11. Do I know which of these tasks are performed by entry level workers (first 12-24.montlis
on job)?

12, DO I consider these factors (quc.4ions 8-11) as I establish relative importance of the tasks I
teach my students to perform?

13. Do I have a specific performance obje-etive and .ajob-bascd measure ,tyr success fo" r each task
my students are to perform?

.

14. Do the materials I use "talk about," "show examples,'.' and provide "learning practice'"?-

15. Do f collect information on student performance which indicates the probable cause \o(failure
of any materials/media to bring'students'to the job -based measure of success?

16. Do I develop_ new materials and media if my students have difficulty meeting the job-based
measure of success?

17.b, Do I have a means of keeping my task" analysis up-to-date with changes in /the jobs for which
my students are preparing? .

-
Record other questions you may want to jot down for your own self-evaluation and use on a,
separate sheet of paper.

Note: (All answers should be "Yes" if you want a good performlace-based program).
\,

6Ben A. Hirst, "The Components of Competency -Base Vocational Education,"- nicrican °rational
Journal, Volume 82, No. (November 1977), p. 34.

.
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CHECK AUT ACTIVITIES

Inform your instructor that you are ready to be tested. You will be provided with a copy of a
multiple choice /matching test and an- answer sheet. Record your answers on the answer sheet and
return both the test and the answer sheet to the instructor.

ti
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